Instructions:
On the following pages are vocabulary worksheets which have a list of the vocabulary for
this chapter with English translations. Kids can use this to look for words when completing
the activities in the rest of the chapter.
My suggestion is to make a copy for each person.
There is also a vocabulary page with helpful “small” (but very important) words that
aren’t officially taught, but kids will learn over time. I have a word wall with these in my
classroom, and kids learn the words quickly because they are repeated so much. If you
don’t have a word wall like described here, print the list on slide 5.

Grammar Notes:
Here are the infinitives of the verbs for this chapter:
estar
tomar
encantar
Encantar is used differently in Spanish than most verbs. In English we say, “I love to eat”
but the literal translation is “To eat pleases me.”
I used encantar in all of the activities with just the “I” and “you” forms to keep it simple.
I also used an infinitive after encanta for simplicity. If you say you love something plural
like “I love dogs” then you have to change encantar to “Me encantan los perros” because
dogs is actually the subject. You are literally saying, “Dogs are pleasing to me.”
If you’re not sure about this, you have two options. The first is to ignore the grammar
explanation because everything is correct and ready to use the way it is.
The second option is to ask questions in the comments of this post, and I will do my best
to help! ☺
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